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•Orono Town Council

Vol. 111 No. 58

•BOT

Building proposal reaches referendum. Trustees
meet, discuss
By Chris DeBeck

building will housethefire and police
departments, updated locker facilitiesforboth departmentsand acentral
Financing for a proposed public dispatch area. At a cost of approxisafety building now rests with the mately $1.9 million,the building will
citizens of Orono.
take up 18,729 square feet of space.
The Orono Town Council, in a
Adrian Humphreys, a candidate
unanimous vote, approved an order for the town council,told the council
sending the financing ofthe building he had an alternative proposal that he
to referendum on March 8, during felt should be considered. The protown elections, while also setting a posal calls for a fire station at the
date for a public hearing to discuss proposedPark Streetsite,and a police
cable television issues.
station and dispatch area on Main
Almost all ofthefour-hour meet- Street,the current location ofthe fire
ing was devoted to a public hearing station.
"My pointis nottogetintoa battle
on the public safety building,as audience members questioned Orono with the town's stafforthe councilon
Town Manager Gerald Kempen, whether we need a new facility,"
members of the building committee Humphreys said. "I've never questhatstudied the issue and the chiefs of tioned the need for a new fire and
both the fire and police departments. police building.
As it currently stands, the new
"I do question the size of the
Staff Writer

•GSS

Senate seeks Ploszek's
forced resignation
ford Hall senator David Gagne,
said,"Mike Ploszek hasn't taken
Staff Writer
responsibility for the actions of
In last night's meeting the Gen- his department, which he is reeral Student Senate voted 23-3-1 sponsible for."
to send a letter to University of
Former Student Government
Maine President Frederick Hutch- President Brian Pike expressed
inson, urging him to ask for Ath- concern that Ploszek hasn't been
letic Director Michael Ploszek's called on to answer questions
about why the athletic department
resignation.
"Mr.Ploszek has failed to ful- has fallen into bad shape since he
fill his responsibilities as the over- came to UMaine two-and-a-half
seer of the entire athletic depart- years ago.
"Ijust think that it's absolutement," the letter states."We feel
that a one-week suspension is in- ly ridiculous that Mike Ploszek
adequate considering the signifi- not be held accountable for all the
cant impact that will be felt due to problems that have taken place
his recent actions. We are request- under his administration," Pike
ing his forced resignation."
said.
The resolution's sponsor, OxOff campus senator Jennifer

By Ryan Robbins

facility the architect is proposing."
The total savings, according to
revised figures supplied by the town
office,would be about$400,000over
thetown's proposal,and would cover
approximately 14,200 square feet
among the two buildings.
"I will say,even ifthe figures are
offby $500,000,it's still saving you
$400,000. This is not a drop in the
bucket."
Humphreyssaid she alsofeltthat
having the police station near the
university causes problems.
"As a symbol for freedom, it's
offensive to me to put a municipal
police station on university land,"
Humphreys said.
The Park Street site was chosen,
according to building committee
member Jim Ballinger, because it
wasthe best alternative ofthe 25 sites

the committee examined.
"Everybody wants it, but nobody
wants it in their backyard,"Ballinger
said."If you can find a place in town
By Chris DeBeck
where no one would be upset,let me
Staff Writer
know."
Other townspeople had concerns
The University of Maine Sysabout tax increases. According to tem board of trustees planned to
information provided by the town, meet Monday to discuss the suptaxes won't be increased solely be- plemental budgetand otherfinancecause the town is borrowing money related items.
for the construction of the building
Although the board eventually
over 20 years. With the town retiring heard a presentation aboutthe budother debt,money would be freed up get, a discussion was in order reto repay construction costs.
garding recent developmentsin the
Kempen used an analogy to try to UMaine athletic department.
explain how the town could finance
UMaine President Fred Hutchconstruction.
inson recounted to the board,events
"It's like purchasing a new car, that happened after discovering the
paying $200 a month for three years," ineligibility of five graduate student-athletes,and allegations made
See PROPOSAL on page 8
by former compliance officer
Woody Carville to cover up that
information.
Carville alleged that talk of a
cover up was discussed at a meeting with Hutchinson and Athletic
Director Michael Ploszek on Feb.
18, shortly after the errors first
came to light.
"By that time, it was taken out
of the hands of the compliance
office," Hutchinson told the trustees. "That was by decision. He
(Carville)assumed that there must
be a cover up."
Hutchinson also related to the
board discussions he and NCAA
faculty representatives had with the
NCAA regarding specific interpretations of the eligibility rule. AlSenator David Gagne submits a resolution to the GSS calling
though NCAA rules state that gradfor Mike Ploszek's removal from the university.(Boyd photo.)
uate students need eight credits, it
doesn't specifically say ifthe credNietsche, the resolution's co- tiative and fight for their reputa- its are on a semester or yearly basponsor, said the athletic depart- tions, Nietsche said. "We don't sis.
ment's problems are equal to a deserve this."
Once that was determined,
university facing a loss of accredOff campus senator Todd Al- Hutchinson said the press conferitation.
ence was held.
Students have to take the iniSee GSS on page 8
See TRUSTEES on page 4

athletic woes

•Institutional Planning

Student Government plans move into Lord Hall
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Even though the Center for the
Study ofthe Performing Arts building, currently in its final planning
stages, is intended for the use of
the University of Maine's artistic
studies, Student Government is
hoping to get a piece of the action,
too.
It has been making plansfor the
past few months to move from
their present offices in the Memorial Union into Lord Hall,once the
music department moves from
Lord to the new building, which
Will connect the Union and the

Maine Center for the Arts.
A primary benefit of Student
Government's acquisition of the
current music department's space
would be more room for UMaine's
clubs and groups, student senator
David Gagne, a member of the
original General Student Senate
committee that started to plan the
move, said.
While many groups presently
have to operate outofa dorm room,
or through a representative board
in the cramped Student Government offices, the space in Lord
would allow many of them to get
their own desk,phone and file cabinet, Gagne said.

One large room would become
a senate chamber,a great boon for
GSS since it has no fixed place to
hold their assemblies right now,
and often hold consecutive meetings in different places around campus.
Student Government executives would move into larger offices in Lord,Gagne said, a welcome
change from present conditions.
"It's a little crowded... the representative boards especially are
crowded in now. There's a lot of
little groups crammed in there,"
Gagne said about the Union offices.
The General StudentSenate has

recently passed a pair ofproposals
that detail the government's desire
of the space, Gagne said. If approved,StudentGovernment'sfilling in of the vacancy will be figured into the university planners'
"master plan" for the next few
years.
Anita Wihry, director of Institutional Planning,said that she initially approached Student Government with the facts about Lord
Hall's future.
"I think anything that supports
student activities benefits the university," Wihry said.
She said thatInstitutional Planning was concerned aboutstudents'

needs getting overlooked.
"In the past, it's been hard to
define student needs, because student governments change, issues
change," Wihry said.
"In our dealings with Anita,she
seemed fairly optimistic and willing to work with us," Gagne said.
A hang-up to these visionary
plans, of course, is that the Center
for the Study of the Performing
Arts building doesn't exist yet,and
much of Student Government will
have graduated by the time it does.
Wihry said that the university
will break ground this spring, and
See MOVE on page 4
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WorldBriefs

•Israel releases 500 prisoners to maintain talks
• European Union fails to enroll new entries
• Moldovans favor unification with Romania
•Admissions

•West Bank

Israel releases 500 prisoners

European Union misses deadline

1

2

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — The European Union missed a deadline for
HEBRON,Occupied West Bank(AP)— Israel began releasing more than 500
clearing obstacles to the entry of Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden as new
Palestinian prisoners Tuesday in its latest bid to keep the PLO from dropping out of
members, but worked into early Tuesday trying to solve the remaining problems.
peace talks.ThePLO called the move "cosmetic" and repeated its demand for better
Negotiators for the 12-nation trading bloc failed to meet a midnight Monday deadline for
protection of Palestinians following a massacre by a Jewish settler.
concluding admission accords. Diplomats, however, said they would continue bargaining.
An additional release of 300 prisoners was expected by the end of the week,the Israeli
"We hope to see breakthroughs during the coming hours," Denmark's foreign minister,
army said.
Niels Helveg Petersen, said near deadline time. "There's a fighting chance."
Echoing past statements,PLO Executive Committee member Samir Ghosheh said today
Greek spokesman Aristidis Calogeropoulos-Stratis said, "We've stopped the clock.
that the prisoner release would not affect the PLO's position that more security is needed
Negotiations might go on until sunrise."
for Palestinians.
The nations began marathon bargaining Friday to negotiate agreements that would mesh
The Palestine Liberation Organization has said it will not return to the negotiating table
the national rules of Austria, Finland, Norway and Sweden with those of the EU nations.
until the security ofthe 1.8 million Palestinians in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip
to
The deadline was to give the European Parliament,the EU's assembly,enough time
is guaranteed.
vote on the membership accords. Diplomats said bargaining could be extended until early
The announcement of the prisoner release came after Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
next week and still give parliament time for review.
offered a package of concessions to the Palestinians,including allowing unarmed internaenter
Assuming their citizens and the European Parliament approve,the candidates will
tional observers into the occupied lands, to encourage resumption of the talks.
ago.
decade
a
nearly
entered
Portugal
and
Spain
since
join
to
first
the
the union on Jan. 1,
In an address to parliament on Monday,Rabin appealed to Palestinians to return to the
largest
world's
the
become
would
EU
the
people,
million
375
and
With 16 members
negotiating table.
bloc, eclipsing the North American Free Trade Agreement of the United States,
trading
the
you,
by
goodwill
more
some
effort,
"Another
"We can see the finish line," he said.
Canada and Mexico.
Palestinians, and by us, and we will win. ... There is no other way."

•Election

Moldovans vote for
- parties favoring CIS
KISHINEV, Moldova (AP) — Moldovans
shunned nationalist parties favoring unification with
Romania and voted for candidates backing closer ties
to the former Soviet Union,according to preliminary
results Monday.
The Agrarian-Democratic Party was leading with about
42 percent of Sunday's vote in early returns, the Central
Election Commission said.
The party wants this former Soviet republic to join the
Commonwealth ofIndependent States,the successor ofthe

3

Soviet Union.
A like-minded coalition supported by many ethnic Russians and Ukrainians also did unexpectedly well. Early
returns showed it in second place, with about 25 percent of
the national vote in Moldova's first legislative election
since independence.
The results were aresounding defeatfor nationalist parties
that want Moldova to reunite with neighboring Romania,to
which it belonged until the Soviets annexed it in 1940.
Moldova became independent after the Soviet breakup
in 1991.

•Diplomatic relations

Progress reported in
US Vietnam talks
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — U.S. and Vietnamese
negotiators are making progress in opening liaison offices and settling financial claims,key steps toward establishing diplomatic relations, the government said Tuesday.
The negotiations are the first major talks between the two
countries in more than 20 years.
"We are enlarging the common ground and overcoming the
differences," said Nguyen Xuan Phong,Vietnam's chiefnegotiator, as he headed into a second day of negotiations today in
Hanoi's Government Guest House."Ithink we are paving very
well the way to better relations between the two countries."
The talks in Hanoi are on the opening of liaison offices in
Washington and Hanoi, and on American financial claims

4

against Vietnam.
In the talks in New York, diplomats took up the most
sensitive issue in Vietnam — human rights violations cited by
the State Department. These include the holding of political
prisoners and severe limitations on freedom of speech, press
and association.
Phong said the Hanoi talks would be recessed after today's
session but would continue later.
The talks are the first major political negotiations since the
Paris Peace Agreement of 1973 that ended U.S. military
involvement in Vietnam.

•Rebels

•Refugees

Mexico pushing for
electoral reform

US Coast Guard sends
home 160 Hatians

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Apparently trying to
placate a rebellion, the agency in charge of organizing voting in this year's election announced an extensive reform of Mexico's fraud-ridden system.
The reform was agreed upon Monday by the nine political parties fielding candidates in the Aug. 21 presidential
election.
The Zapatista National Liberation Army, which took
over several towns in southern Chiapas state in a New
Year's Day uprising,has demanded either the resignation of
President Carlos Salinas de Gortari or reforms to make the
electoral process credible.
A news release from the Federal Electoral Institute, a
semi-autonomous body within the Interior Department,did
not mention the rebellion, but said the reforms aimed at
"achieving what all Mexicans want — an objective, clean
and transparent election process."
Salinas' election in 1988,for a single six-year term, was
tainted by charges offraud.During its 64 years in power,his
party has routinely won federal elections by tampering with
voter registration rolls, strong-arm tactics and other mis-

6
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deeds.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The U.S
Coast Guard returned a boatload of 141 Haitian
refugees Monday after picking them up on a rickety
craft near the Bahamas. Nine of those returned were
arrested.
A second boat carrying 19 more refugees was expected
to arrive in Port-au-Prince Tuesday,a U.S.Embassy official
said, in the latest example of a surge in refugee flight from
Haiti.
After their landing Monday, the refugees were processed,identified and given 100 Haitian gourdes($8)apiece
before being sent on their way.
No incidents were reported while a crew for the CBS-TV
newsmagazine "60 Minutes" was on the scene, but after it
left, nine boat people were taken into police custody.
A helicopter spotted the overcrowded 40-foot sailboatin
the Windward Passage about 20 miles south of Great
Iguana, Bahamas, on Saturday, said Petty Officer Robert
Wyman of the 7th Coast Guard District in Miami.
The refugees were taken aboard the Coast Guard cutter
Legare and given food, water and medical attention before
being repatriated, he said.
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•Column

•Alcohol content

Sex Matters
Q: I have a problem.
My boyfriend and!have
been going outfor a year.
A lot ofthe time he treats
me asif myfeelings don't
matter and often puts me
down for saying things
that he doesn't feel are
important. I love him very much, so I
don't want to say anything to him about
this. My friends are encouraging me to
stand up for myself, but I don't dare to
because he yells at me when he gets mad.
This upsets me greatly. Our sex life is
wonderful,except that most ofthe time he
gets so excited that he comes almost in-

Has anyone seen my
lost pet albino squid
Zaphodbeeblebrox?

/-4
S
K

T

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D.

stantly. I have never had an orgasm, but
I think maybe I could if he would last
longer. I hesitate to tell him any of this
because he assumes that he is a wonderful
lover.He tends to get offended and defensive when I offer constructive criticism.
What do I do? What do I say to him?
Female, Sophomore
A: Are you staying with this man because you like to be kicked or because you
are afraid you can'tfind someone better? As
you describe this relationship,I find it difficult to imagine what satisfaction and joys
there can be for you in this. You are entitled
to have someone treat you with respect and
caring. A good relationship is a relationship
of equals — both of whom care about and
seek the well-being of the other. The relationship you describe sounds very much like
exploitation, in which you are doing all the
caring, nurturing, giving, and loving and
receiving nothing positive in return. You
may want to consider ending this relationship and seeking one that is more positive

JDR Computer Services
Term Papers, Resumes
Shareware Programming - Tutors - Games
Send for a Complete Catalog of Shareware and
Desktop Publishing to: JDR

for you.One word of advice:If you continue
to find yourself in this kind of destructive
relationship, please talk with a counselor.

MONTGOMERY,Ala.(AP) — Miller
Icehouse is being sent to the doghouse, and
Q: Why are guys embarrassed to other ice-brewed beers could join it.
admit being virgins. Female,Sophomore
The Alabama Alcoholic Beverage ConA: We give many, many social messag- trol Board began sending letters to brewers
es to boys as they are growing up to be Monday,telling them to remove from stores
competent, to be knowledgeable, and to be any new beers that contain more than the 5
in charge — in such areas as sports, social percent alcohol allowed by state law.
performance, etc. Thus, in this way, young
Miller Icehouse has an alcohol level of
men assume they are supposed to know and 5.5 percent, spokeswoman Susan Henderbe competent in everything — even in sex- son at company headquarters in Milwaukee.
ual matters — before they have the experiIce-brewed beers are chilled until some
ence. Everyone is a beginner sometime. ofthe water freezes,and then the ice crystals
There is a first time and that can be very are filtered out.
special.
Ms. Henderson said this was the first
time she has heard of a state ordering the
Sandra L. Caron is an Assistant Profes- beer off shelves. She said Miller would
sor in the Department of Human Develop- comply with the agency's requirements.
ment and Family Studies; she teaches CHF
The ABC Board's decision came after
351:Human Sexuality. Questions should be some brewers and residents complained that
sent directly to The Maine Campus, Lord new beer products were being sold in violaHall. Copyright Dr. Sandra L. Caron 1994. tion of Alabama's 5 percent limit.

E
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Trustees

6 Central St., Bangor
990-CLUB

Friday
Chem Free
Dance Party!

A

from page 1

Hutchinson also told the board he reTrustee Owen Wells expressed disgust
that the trustees weren't notified before the mains optimistic that the NCAA may show
some mercy to UMaine due to mitigating
issue became public.
"I'm concerned that the trustees haven't circumstances.
Trustee Nancy Masterton asked Hutchbeen in the loop on this," Wells said."Under
how the ineligibility of the five athinson
the previous chancellor, the trustees were
affect the teams involved. After
would
always appraised of personnel issues and letes
all the games the stuforfeiting
that
public relations issues before they came out. saying
a possibility, Hutchis
played
"The fact that we're sitting here learning dent-athletes
not be the case.
might
it
that
said
about this through the newspaper is very inson
he added,took
involved,
five
the
of
Four
disturbing to me."
they did all of
although
credit,
no
for
Wells's comments were echoed by trust- classes
work.
course
the
ee Chairperson Pat Collins.
"Mike Ploszek has talked to the folks at
"If there are going to be bombshells in
the press, even though it's administration, the NCAA, and they're willing to consider
please let us know as much as you can," that," Hutchinson said. "That's why I don't
want to throw it out as a reality here."
Collins said.

Move

Free lift tickets
courtesy of
FOX 104.7 fm.

March 3

Thurs

from page 1

she hopes that construction will be underway this year. From there, two to two and a
half years will pass before the new hall is
ready for use.
If the university decides to award the
space to Student Government, the issue will
rest while construction takes place, said

Bobcat
Goldthwait
Live

BANGOR CINEMAS
942-1 303

Contact

March 11
Devonsquaie

March

Gagne. Once it's complete, the future Student Government will probably create a new
committee to oversee the moving-in process.
Wihry said that other valid, academically-related candidates for the space in
Lord Hall may also pop up around the
university.
"There's always competition for any
space on campus," she said.
The government's moving would be the
end of work and planning that was started by
a GSS committee, headed by former Student Government President Collin Worster,
a few months ago.
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Finally, the trustees discussed the supplemental budgetcurrently before the Maine
Legislature.
With Maine's economy still sluggish,
UMS Chancellor J. Michael Orenduff said,
increases in state funding will likely not happen. Also, as Maine's economy recovers
from the recession,enrollment in UMS campuses is likely to decrease as people findjobs.
Vice Chancellorfor Administration William Sullivan then made a presentation about
the supplemental budget.
One of the big problems, Sullivan said,
has been a sharp increase in health care
premiums throughout the system. Currently,
the system pays premiumsfor employees and
retirees. Most plans, he added,have employees pick up some of the cost.
The supplemental budget, he says, includes $2.5 million to be set aside for increased premiums. The budget requests a
total of $11 million.
"We feel that we can only do this at the
same time as an increase in pay," Sullivan
said. Tuition was not considered, he said,
becausefunding the pay raises and increased
premiums would entail too large a tuition
increase.
An executive session was also held. The
trustees talked about ongoing negotiations
between the UMS and employee unions.
Currently, the unions are working on an
extension of the current contract.
The board meeting was an off-month
meeting, where trustees gather to discuss
issues of concern. No action is taken during
these meetings. The next trustees meeting is
set for March 21 at the University of Southern Maine.

750 Stillwater Ave., Old Town, ME
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•116th Maine State Legislature

O'Dea Stevens discuss current session
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
It has been a little over a year since
former University of Maine students Kathleen Stevens and John O'Dea took their
current seats in the Maine State Government and the two described it as an interesting ride.
"It's so much more than I could have
ever hoped as far as being a great experience,it's really an honor to be down there,"
Stevens, representative from District 130
in Orono,said of her experience in Augusta.
"Many people criticize the Maine Legislature by saying 'there are people down
there who are uneducated' or 'there are
people down there who are old' or 'there
are people down there who are rich' or
whatever. But above all, it's entirely representative of the state of Maine.
"Unlike other states,the Maine Legislature is a perfect cross section of Maine and
it's wonderful. It's really very flavorful."
Senator O'Dea, who represents Orono
as part of District 11, agrees with Stevens.
"For better or for worse it's a pretty good
cross section of Maine people and attitudes
and it's just a good bunch of people.
"It's been a good year. We cut last year
about $900 million out of a $3 1/2 billion
budget and we didn't take any money from
education."
Both Stevens and O'Dea are members
of the Education Committee. O'Dea,chair

of the committee, said during the current
legislative session his focus has been on the
distribution formula for the state's education funds.
O'Dea said up until about three years
ago Maine had a distribution formula that
worked well. "As we started to make cutbacks in K through 12 education in Augusta that formula has gone out of whack."
Poorer rural communities,he said,have
seen dramatic decreases in the amount of
subsidiaries going to them."Some places
are paying 10 times the property tax and
those are the districts that don't have the
money to begin with. We're trying to
make sure that everyone's paying their
share and those kids are getting an equitable chance."
O'Dea and Stevens also said they are
dedicated to getting the University of
Maine System as much funding as possible."I think there are people out there who
just see cash. They don't get it. They don't
see it the way we see it having come from
here and having gone through here and
suffered the cuts and tuition raises,"
Stevens said.
During an address to the Legislature on
Feb. 18 J. Michael Orenduff,chancellor of
the university system, asked for an $11
million increase in funding to the system.
O'Dea and Stevens said these dollars are
needed.
"I think he's trying to further the effort
to downsize positively, but he can't downsize anymore until we give him more mon-

ey. If we keep cutting them, it will just be
this small university of mediocre quality,"
Stevens said.
O'Dea added that the Education Committee is currently working on meeting the
chancellor's demands, but it is difficult to
know at this point exactly how much new
money will be available.
"The people who project revenues are
having their arms twisted hard to come up
with some money. Obviously if there is any
substantial amount of new money available, we'll be there to ensure that the university gets its piece. Getting that money
will help to make or break the president's
downsizing program on this campus," the
senator said.
The focus of the downsizing efforts up
to this point is something that O'Dea and
Stevens are pleased with,but both said they
are concerned with some of the programs.
They are especially leery of a possible
decrease in accessibility of the university
to students who may not be as financially
stable as others. "The jury is still out,"
O'Dea said.
In order to increase the amount offinancial aid going to students in need, Stevens
worked to pass a bill this session that will
develop a University ofMaine license plate.
She said about two-thirds of the dollars
obtained from the sales of the state-issued
plates will go toward an academic scholarship fund. The plates, which are expected
to be available by Sept. 1, will cost about
$25 to purchase.

Two other bills that will affect some
students and have been passed this session
concern landlord-tenant relations. Stevens
said landlords will now be required to inform tenants of electrical rates prior to
renting apartments. Changes have also been
made in the repair and deduct law.She said
repair and deduct compensations for tenants have increased from $100 to $250.
"These are things that people don't always hear about," Stevens added.
The events surrounding the resignation
of Speaker of the House John Martin during this session, Stevens said, have been a
real distraction in the public's eyes.
"There was a lot of public opinion
directed at the inner workings ofthe Legislature and I would hope that people look
through that and to the bigger issues that
were at stake."
O'Dea said he feels the House is currently in a state of disrepair and much ofthe
responsibility for fixing the situation lies
with the governor. "It's a little frustrating
because the governor has been, I wouldn't
say asleep at the wheel,he hasn't even been
in the pilot house."
The senator said the current status ofthe
House may be problematic near the end of
the session when bills need to be passed.
Whatever the case,O'Dea and Stevens,
who plan to run for re-election to their
positions in November,said their top priority will continue to be education.
"That's what we're working on every
day," Stevens said.

SPRING BREAK... $25 SKIING ,
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•Peace Studies Lecture Series

•Trade

Terrorism can fail as instrument for change McKernan sees
By Michael John Doyle
Volunteer Writer
Terrorism is the systematic use ofterror
by weak and discontented groups to fight the
modern state, in pursuit of a political objective, according to a University of Maine
professor.
"One man's terrorist is another man's
friend," professor of sociology Kyriacos
Markides said.
Markides, an expatriate ofCyprus, spoke
in the Bangor Lounge on Monday. The
lecture was sponsored by the Peace Studies
Lecture Series.
Markides derived his interest in terrorism from personal experience,and observations of the Greek terrorist insurgent war
against the British, during the 1960s in his
homeland.
"I know friends who were active in the
movement," he said. "I could have had a
career as a terrorist."
The development and origin of modernday terrorism can be traced to the philosophy of the 19th century Russian anarchists,
Markides said. The anarchists realized that
terrorism was more humane than revolution.
They appreciated the significance of directing their attacks against prestige targets,
such as Russian royalty. This tactic served
both as a morale booster to their supporters

and scored a major psychological blow
against the establishment.
"Many guerrilla groups have since followed the Russian method," Markides said.
Certain historical conditions have made
terrorism more attractive as a means of
pursuing political goals in the modern age,
he maintained. War and revolution have
become much too destructive and costly.
The modern state is practically invulnerable to revolution,but highly susceptible
to terrorism.One bomb,strategically placed,
can easily close down an entire city.
"How long could George Washington
muster and maintain a revolutionary army in
the field of battle today, against a modern
conventional army?" he pondered.
"The revolution would be decimated in
no time," he said.
The upsurge in tourism and the convenience ofjet travel,Markides said,has greatly
facilitated the mission of the terrorist.
"They can move in and out of a country
practically undetected by governments,"
Markides said.
The media has presented us with a lopsided view of terrorism, he said. There is
very little acknowledgment of terrorism
committed by governments. The victims of
state sponsored terrorism far outnumber
those perpetrated by discontented minorities. He cited atrocities committed by Pinochet, Amin,Khmer Rouge,Stalin and by

people in El Salvador.
Governments that are diplomatically
weak, such as Libya, Iraq and Iran, have
routinely availed themselves ofinternational terrorism networks to eliminate their opponents and political exiles, he said.
Also,the superpowers arefarfrom blameless,he continued.Itis easy to pointthefinger
at Soviet actions in Afghanistan, but we tend
to forget that our side also engaged in this
activity.In the Phoenix program forexample,
22,000 Vietnamese village leaders were liquidated during this covert operation.
"More recently we had the Contras in
Nicaragua," Markides said.
There is no guaranteed way to prevent
state sponsored terrorism, he said. We can
only hope to contain and monitor it through
the offices of the United Nations.
In the war against international terrorism,he added,some states have considered
the operation of police states. However,this
tactic is often counter - productive and alienates innocent civilians.
"We should not overreact to terrorism,"
Markides said.
The defeat of the Baader-Meinhof gang
in Germany and of fascist organizations in
Italy has demonstrated terrorism to be a
failure as an instrumentfor political change.
"In colonial situations however, terrorism has often succeeded," Markides concluded.
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(AP) - As he continued his trade
mission in South America on Tuesday,
Gov. John R. McKernan said he sees
opportunities for Maine businesses and
the state to export goods and technical
services.
In a telephone interview from Santiago,Chile,McKernan said he is fascinated by the widespread development
taking place in that country, which he
said has among the freest markets on
the continent.
McKernan said he sees potential
for Maine to export technology and
engineering services, especially to
curb air and water pollution that are
increasing as Chile continues to develop. He also sees opportunities to
help Chile improve its educational
system.
"It's fascinating how many of the
issues we've been addressing in Maine
over the last 30 years are issues that
their society (has) to address," said
McKernan.
"There may be some significant potential to make use ofsomeofthe expertise
in our state to help them as they are going
to address these common problems."
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•Tanning
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Cutler: Catch rays with caution
By Jonathan Humphrey
Staff Writer
With spring break just days away,
many students and faculty members will
be thinking of warm climates,sand beaches, and of course, getting a tan.
Think again.
According to the Preventive Medicine Program from Cutler Health Center,
300,000 cases of skin cancer found in the
United States are caused by overexposure to the sun's ultraviolet rays. Other
problems resulting from such exposure
include sunstroke, heat exhaustion and
prematurely aged skin.
Kevin Nadeau,a physician's assistant
at Cutler Health Center who, as part of
his practice has been involved in removing suspicious looking skin lesions from
patients, said that the most dangerous
aspect ofsun exposure is the way it works
over time.
"The effects of overexposure to the
sun are cumulative," Nadeau said. "It is
something that will affect you maybe 15
or 20 years or more down the road."
"The perceived cosmetic benefits of a
tan over the short term are outweighed by
the potentially devastating results in the
long term," Nadeau said.
Nadeau said that the people most at
risk for developing skin cancer are fair
skinned individuals who have either prolonged recreational or work related exposure to sunlight or sunlamps.

Development of malignant melano"Definitely this is our busiest time of
ma, which is the most serious form of the year. We've even had to extend our
skin cancer,is directly related to increased hours at night to handle it," Bernier said.
exposure to UV rays, Nadeau said. It can
According to Bernier, patrons of
be caused by UVA radiation, which comes Clark's tanning beds have to wear profrom the sun, or UVB radiation, which is tective eyewear while tanning. They are
used in tanning beds.
not required to use tanning lotions al"Prevention is the key. Educating the though such use is encouraged.
public as to the need for sunscreens is
Bernier said that getting a tan in a
probably the most important point to salon is safer than tanning in the sun
make," Nadeau said.
because conditions in the salon are conHe recommended waterproof sun- trolled.
screens with a sun protection factor of 15
"It's better for you because you can
or higher. Nadeau also said wide- build up a tolerance over time," Bernier
brimmed hats and sunglasses are a good said.
idea. The Preventive Medicine Program
Nadeau warned against placing too
recommends sunglasses with polarized much trust in the safety of tanning beds.
lenses that restrict about 60 percent of
"I've treated a number of patients with
incoming light and 95 percent of UV severe burns from tanning beds, which is
rays.
supposed to be a controlled situation,"
Martha Eastman, the clinical coordi- Nadeau said.
nator at the Health Center, said that the
According to the Preventive Medipublic attitude toward tanning is one rea- cine Program, the most dangerous time
son it is so dangerous.
to be exposed to the sun is between 10
"Part of the problem is that people a.m. and 3 p.m. when the sun's UV rays
tend to associate tanning with being are strongest. The program recommends
healthy," Eastman said.
using sunscreens containing PABA(paraShe agreed that sunscreen lotions and amino-benzoic-acid) that absorbs UV
hats are wise protective measures, and rays and allows gradual tanning.
also warned that people are exposed to
Students looking for more informaharmful UV rays even on cloudy days.
tion on tanning can go to the Medical
The association oftanning with health Assistance and Self-Help (M.A.S.H.)
is good for local tanning salons. Business room at the Health Center. Free sunat Clark's Fitness Center in Old town has screen of SPF 15 and 30 is also available
nearly tripled, according to Stephanie there. The M.A.S.H. room is open from 8
Bernier, the receptionist there.
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Mitchell accuses
opponent of
mudslinging
AUGUSTA (AP) — A spokesman for
Sen. George J. Mitchell accused state Rep.
Stephen M. Zirnkilton of using negative
campaign tactics in his bid for the Republican nomination to challenge Mitchell in
November.
"Mr. Zirnkilton's remarks come
straight out of the Republican National
Committee's department of negative campaign tactics. His comments are classic
'boiler plate' charges that have become
the staple of Republican Senate campaigns across the country," said Larry
Benoit.
Zirnkilton was headed to Presque Isle
Tuesday for the last in a series of news
conferences announcing his candidacy. He
was in Portland, Bangor and Augusta on
Monday.
Zirnkilton,the assistant minority leader in the Legislature and a professional
broadcaster whose voice introduces NBCTV's "Law and Order," faces a challenge
in the June primary from Greenville businessman Glenn MacNaughton. But he did
not acknowledge the primary race in his
speech.
Instead, he targeted Mitchell, who is
uncontested in the Democratic primary and
who suspended his campaign fund raising
last month after collecting more than $2
million. Zirnkilton had received less than
$50,000.

Boston Special
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to New York City and Points West
SEE YOUR AGENT FOR ADDITIONAL
SAVINGSAND SCHEDULEINFORMATION
OR CALL CHATS CASTELLANO
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GSS

from page 1

ley, a member of the Athletic Advisory
Board,said senators should wait until after
spring break before voting for Ploszek's
resignation.
Alley said the AAB was never notified
of the latest violations. He said he thought
it was necessary for Ploszek and Hutchin-

son to answer to the committee about their
involvement.
Off campus senator Blake Fryer disagreed with Pike and Nietsche. He said to
ask for Ploszek's resignation would be too
drastic because there are a lot of unanswered questions.

Proposal

from page 1

Kempen said."It doesn't mean you won't buy a
new car again, but that money is fired up in the
household budget to incur more debt"
Anotherconcern raised wasthefactthatthe
referendum was considered only one week
before the town election.
Possible shortfalls in education fundsfrom
the state ofMaine prompted Terri Hutchinson,
a town councilor, to vote against the proposal
when it came before the council in Sept. 1993.
The Orono school department faces a possible
$150,000 to $300,000 shortfall in state appropriations.
"My concern has always revolved around
whetherornotthetown hasengagedin athorough
discussion of how to best use the resources,"
Hutchinson said. "Next week, we are poised to

Coffee Traders
)filiVa

Rel k

lo153 Park St, Oronolip
866-7141
Cappuccino • Espresso
Coffee Beans
at Rhinos Copies
in the Orono Thriftway Plaza

appoint money to build a police,fire,and dispatch
facility. We have only solved partofthe problem.
"The other part of the problem—and it's
flashing in neon lights—is the school department We have effectively cut our options in
terms of what will happen."
Councilor Dana Devoe feels that the town has
come too far-25 years have passed from initial
discussions about a new public safety building—to
turn back now.
"We'vegota problem on ourhands,"Devoe
said of the current fire station. "What are we
going to say if concrete falls and injures someone?"
"God help the town of Orono if it takes
another 25 years to have another well thoughtout proposal," Devoe added. "For goodness
sake, people, let's do something,let's not wait
another 25 years."
The current municipal building, which now
houses the fire department, was built in 1962.
Five years later, it was declared unsafe for
municipal use.
Following the public hearing,the council had
a briefmeeting.After approving the referendum,
the council also set March 14 as the date for a
publichearingtodiscusscabletelevisioninOrono.
The meeting will take place at the Keith Anderson Community Center.

"It really wasn't Ploszek's fault," Fryer
said. He said Ploszek's checks and balances system worked in catching the violations.
Fryer urged the GSS to be cautious
aboutjumping the gun."There's a lot here
we really don't know about."
Off campus senator Nicole Austin
agreed with Fryer and said herfather worked
for the university with Linwood Carville
and the stories her father told about Carville were "outrageous." She said it was
great Carville was fired.
Austin said that instead of asking for
Ploszek's resignation, perhaps the GSS
should ask for him to be demoted.
Off campus senator Todd Glasson
said that even if Ploszek was fired, the
athletic department's problems would
still linger because it doesn't have the
resources to ensure compliance. He said
UMaine is trying to maintain a Division
1 athletic program on a second division
budget.
Senator Lance Heaton blamed President Hutchinson's downsizing plan for
cutting into compliance resources.
Board oftrustees student representative
Bill Reed told the senate he didn't think it
would be out of line to ask for Ploszek's
resignation.
"Woody (Carville) made a mistake,"
Reed said. "He told Mike he made a mistake. Mike ignored it. Yet two grad students played on that weekend, after he was
told they were ineligible. And I think that
that's irresponsible."

Despite Ploszek's allegation it was Carville's responsibility to inform ice hockey
coach Shawn Walsh and indoor track and
field coach Jim Ballinger they had ineligible players, Ploszek absolved Carville of
the responsibility when he said he would
take care of things, Reed said.
If the GSS waits before taking action,
Reed said, then the university will take
action during spring break without student
input.
Reed said that during his involvement
with an organization that dealt with Ploszek
last summer, he didn't think too highly of
Ploszek.
"My general opinion of Mike Ploszek is
that he really doesn't deal with people in a
straightforward manner. And that's from
personal experience.
"At times he didn't tell us what honestly what was going on in his dealings with
us. He jerked us around for almost a year
on something that was very important to
the organization that I belonged to," Reed
said.
In other business,the GSS voted to have
the chairperson of the Academic Affairs
Committee and the Student Government
Faculty Senate representative ask the Faculty Senate to allow students not to attend
classes on federal holidays. Currently students are allowed to take only religious
holidays off.
Offcampus senator Andrew Weymouth
said professors should consider incorporating the ideals behind holidays their classes fall on into that day's lesson.
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The Anatomyof the Citibank
Classic card:a body ofservices and peace of
mind for students,now with No Annual Fee.For years,scientists could only
theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface
(i.e. the plastic). Surely the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest
advances in x-ray technology, and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the
Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than
ever imagined. 11 At its backbone are 3 services to cover the
purchases you make on the card.Starting at the Lower Costal
Spine, we see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of
the best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will
Scientists theorize that the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa
cardmember (Fig A) is secure because it receives superior
service; the mind ofthe non-Citibank Classic Visa cardmember
(Fig B)is not secure because—could it be?—it has a screw loose?

Monarch Notes® Version: With your
refund the difference up to $1501. Along the Oops-It-Slipped
purchases covered, no annual fee,and
Disc, Buyers Security can cover those purchases against

accidental damage,fire or theft,for 90 days from the date of purchase';and Citibank Lifetime Warranty- allows
one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years'. So if you ever buy a

a low rate, the Citibank Classic Visa
card will go easy on your Nervous

walkman,a stereo, whatever,it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending

System. Call 1-800-CITIBANK

support. 11 The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. Look at the bottom of the page. The

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

Citibank Photocard has the head of the cardholder, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That
way,it will help prevent fraud. It will also make a good form ofID,since you get to choose your own photo. ¶ But
what about the Nervous System?The fact is, it doesn't have one,not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has
is the Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called
the Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Wallet- Service which can replace your card usually within
24 hours. ¶ As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring heart, big enough
to give students special discounts and savings. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount on domestic flightsi,
savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%;
and, No Annual Fee.(In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb and a hindlimb.) 11 Naturally the
heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service into all its parts, 24 hours a
day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning your card, you need only call the
800 number. You'll find Citibank has a neck they are eager to stick out for you. They will always lend
an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will put their best foot forward. Etc. 11 So call
to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner.
And call if you'd like your photo added to your
regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226),
extension 19. 11 If we take an overview of the
whole body of services that make up the
Citibank Classic Visa card,and consider that it will
facilitate building a credit history, then you must
shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK
Limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the
minimum based on retail industry data. Details ofcoverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program I nformation.30ffer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase
price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student card members on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate(APR)for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94 and may
vary quarterly.The APR for cash advances is 19.8%.IN finance charge is imposed,the minimum is 50 cents.There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction
equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Monarch'
, Notes are published by Monarch
Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of publisher. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
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Deanna L. Partridge
This semester I've had a hard time getting to my classes on time.
Normally,the type of student to sit in the middle or the front of the
class,I've been sliding into the back ofthe room a few minutes into
the lectures.
Sitting in thetack has been an education in itself. A lot gets said
in the back of the room as I found out. Also, there is a whole world of desktop art that
goes on undiscovered to the student who never sits in the back.
Room 37 in North Stevens is a perfect example. The scribbles drawn on desks
during classes include a hummingbird, a rock musician, various comments about
athletic teams and fraternity and sorority logos. In just my humble opinion as arts
editor, some of the stuff is pretty good.
The one day I manage to arrive on time, I sit in the middle of the room, not
expecting any of this underground desktop art to have permeated that far forward.
Imagine my surprise when I look down and am visually assaulted by the images I see
scrawled upon my desk.
Maybe it's just me but disembodied female genitalia sketched in various proportions is not something I normally would associate with a political science lecture. I
found the imagery quite alarming as it, and the response these headless, armless
women were supposed to give ("Eat me now"), was quite offensive and degrading. I
was sitting there thinking this is where violence against women begins.
So,I scribbled over the pictures as I found them distracting, to say the least, and
wrote a note to the artist basically saying that I didn't appreciate his work, but would
appreciate something less degrading.
The next time I looked, there is a dialogue in response to my critique: "give me a
break, non of this women's lib shit." There was more to his response, but it would be
inappropriate to print. Without using this person's grasp of four letter word diction,
he basically stated that I should mind my own business, unless it's my own anatomy
that is being sketched.
I find it scary that this guy might be a polisci major. Here is a guy who obviously
has a problem with half the population of the world and doesn't value free speech.
It surprised me that wanting to be equally respected, or at the very least, not
humiliated or dehumanized, is considered advocating "women's lib shit." If so, then
that's exactly what I'm doing.
I'm here at the university to gain an education in primarily journalism and political
science. Last time I checked the guidelines of the university and of the larger polity
guaranteed me an education free of harassment or derogatory language.
I know these little offensive pieces of artwork are obviously not about me, but
they are in a sense because they are about women in general. If these sketches were
done in the guy's notebook or on his books and I happened to see them,then I would
have no right to complain. But these are on a desk belonging to a public institution.
If it is done in public, for public inspection, then it is also subject to public scrutiny.
As a journalist and an arts editor, I look warily on cries for censorship. I'm not
saying that this guy doesn't have the right to draw whatever demoralizing, disgusting
little sketches he wants. What I am saying is that his choice of location to share his
talents is inappropriate. He may be sexually frustrated, but I have a right not to be
exposed to it.
It's just my opinion, but I feel one's right to an existence and education free from
hateful, hurtful images and invasions upon one's person supersedes another person's
"right" to desecrate public property.
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•Column

•Public safety site

Thefield is ripefor building
The General Student Senate,among
other groups,has stated its opposition to
a new public safety building to be constructed at the Cabin's Field facility.
This opposition, however, is based on
fear as much as fact.
Students, although noting the inconvience, will be better served with a
fire station close by. The response time
for on-campus fires will increase, potentially saving lives and property.
The building will also be a boon to
off-campus students, many of whom
live in apartments close to the site ofthe
proposed building.
Also, although the building will be
close to the university,students shouldn't
be concerned about the Orono police
departmentraining on studentfun.Orono
police, according to current policy, are

only used in a backup situation.
Even opponents of the current proposal agree,though,thata building needs
to be constructed. The police department operates out of a trailer, while the
fire department resides in a crumbling
building. People in the building below
haven't been hit with concrete—yet.
With interest rates at their lowest in
decades, and looking to increase very
soon, it makes sense for Orono to borrow money now. Delays will cost taxpayers money—and possibly lives.
After 25 years of doing nothing,it's
time for a new building. Constructed
properly, it should be the last time for
quite a while that this request should be
necessary.Studentinterestis better spent
working on proposed noise and tenant
ordinances.(CDS)

•Ballot time

Check a box, make a mark
To build or not to build, that is the
question. However,it is not the issue.
Once again it's time to vote. No,it's
not November, but this is an important
election.On March 8,the town ofOrono
will vote on a referendum to build a new
public safety building in Cabin's Field.
Students have been given the opportunity to vote absentee ballot, and they
should.
So many times the students are left
out of decisions that involve this university and the town. This time students are
more than welcome to vote as residents
of Orono. The catch here is that the
election is being held while the university is on break which means moststudents
will have, hopefully, headed to warmer
places.Do notdespair,students are being
given the opportunity to vote by absentee
ballot.The thing is,students are probably

not aware of this opportunity. Even if
they are, most people just have getting
out of here on their minds and won't
bother to stop by city hall and check off
a few boxes.
Another thing to consider is that this
electioninvolves electionsfortowncouncil members as well. This is important to
the students,even though for the most part
they are not full-time residents. The town
council makes decisions which has an
affecton students wholivein Orono.Does
the noise/party ordinance ring a bell?
It's importantfor students to take the
opportunity to vote before heading out
because not only will they have an influence on the current issues,they will also
show the town that students care about
whatgoes on in this town.Show the town
council that we wish to be included —
vote.(JWB)
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•Drink smart

Greeks learn ofsubstance abuse dangers
By Kristi Hallowell
Staff Writer
Alcohol and drugs were the subjects and
members ofthe Greek organizations were the
audience at the Maine Center for the Arts on
Monday night when Mike Green came to
share his experiences with alcohol abuse.
The Sigma Chi fraternity was the main
sponsor oftheeventand made it mandatory for
all Greeks to attend.
Blake Fryer,coordinator ofthe event,said
that Green is a powerful speaker who can
relate to his audience.
"He gets the audience involved with his
talk," Fryer said."He has the experience to get
his message across."
Green has spoken at over a thousand campuses in the 10 years he has been lecturing.
Green stressed the fact that even though he is
a recovered alcoholic, he wasn't preaching

"don't drink."His message was"drink smart." most of the audience.
Green stressed the fact that a drinking
Through laughter and terminology any
college student could understand, Green got problem does not mean a drinker is an alcoholic, one of the misconceptions in our society.
his message across.
Green explained that you need to think of
Green started his work with alcohol education with the Philadelphia Flyers hockey team your drinking on a yearly basis, not week by
after their goalie was killed drinking and driv- week.
"If you drink every Thursday, Friday and
ing.
Green gave some methods for keeping Saturday night, you are drinking 106 days out
of 365," Green said.
your friends from driving while drunk.
Green handed out a sheet with some ofthe
"Use a three on one,three ofyou try and get
the keys away,ifthatdoesn't work try afive on popular drinking days.Atthe bottom ofthe list
were different categories of drinkers. Most of
one," Green said.
When the audience was asked if any of the audience fell in the"Boozer Stage," where
them had gotten sick from drinking, most the person drinks 26 to 100 times a year.
Green talked about the upcoming spring
hands went up.
"Now how many of you have ever had a break and the dangers ofdrinking irresponsibly
"Alcohol isn't the only part of the probdrinking problem?" Green asked the audilem," Green said. "It's the alcohol, plus an
ence.
His point- anyone who has been sick from attitude that causes the problem."
Green stressed some ofthe negative words
drinking had a problem-was frightening for

used when discussing drinking.
"Hammered, wasted, garbaged, kamikaze, B-52, mind eraser — all of these are
negative words and we use them to define our
drinking."
The sexual vocabulary used in drinking
terms also is negative, Green said.
"Acquaintance and date rape occurrences
go up when you add alcohol," he added.
Magic Johnson was the example Green
used to stress the deadly combination of alcohol and sex."Magic Johnson got drunk, went
home with a girl and five years later learned he
has HIV," Green said.
"We all puton the beergoggles when weget
drunk and we may not use our bestjudgment."
Code words and other signals to warn a
friend that the person they are with is out of
control is a good idea, according to Green.
"United we stand,divided we fall," Green
said."You have to work together as a team."

NOTICE!!! March Break Cutler Health Center Services
Week of March 7th:
'Cutler Health Center will be closed for clinical services. (Please plan accordingly for your
pharmacy needs.)
Week of March 14th:
•Cutler Heatlh Center will be open for limited services:
We will reopen
Walk—in-8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
for full service on
Women's Health-8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
March 21st at 8 a.m.
Pharmacy will be open 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Lab will be open 12:30-4:00 p.m.
X—ray and billing will be open 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Nursing services will be unavailable during March Break

7 OAK STREET
ORONO,MAINE 04473

Finally something
for college thatjust got
less expensive.
'
Macintosh Quadra 650

Macintosh Quadra 660Av

Macintosh Quadra 800

Introducing the Apple Power Price Drop. Prices have just been
reduced on select Macintosh Quadra' models. Which means terrific
savings on some of Apple's most powerful computers. Plus, the entire
Macintosh Quokka line is upgradable to PowerPC-to keep up with your

Macintosh Quadra 840Av

Macintosh Quadra 950

growing needs. And as if that weren't enough, you'll also receive a $150
mail-in rebate'when you buy a Macintosh Quadra 650 with any Apple'
LaserWriter.' So, visit your Apple Campus Reseller
today. With prices this low, you can't afford not to.

Appeilk

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
'Offer valid through 3/31/94 or while supplies last. See your Authorized4tple Campus Resellerfor details. Offer void whereprohibited by law. ©1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved Apple. the Apple logo, LaserWriter and Macintosh Quadra are registered
trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. PowerPC is a trademark ofInternational Business Machines Cotporaticm, used under license therefrom.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
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For Wednesday, March 2
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Although no one can undermine your confidence, a marvelous aspect between Venus
and Neptune on your anniversary signifies
that it might be wise to make an adjustment,
especially regarding projects that involve
many people.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): You are
about to strike a blow for freedom. And woe
betide anyone foolish enough to stand in your
way. There is no limit to how far you can
travel once you decide where you wish to go.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Just to
keep peace, you may be far too eager to go
along with what others are planning, despite
your sense that something isn't right. If others
land you in hot water, things won't remain
peaceful for long.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Faith, hope
and optimism can move mountains. What's
more,others are only too willing to pool their
resources and join you in whatever adventure
you are planning.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You can
at times be suspicious of others' motives.
Nonetheless, the best results now will be
achieved by taking more on trust when dealing with partnership or romantic affairs.
LEO (July 23-August 22): Partners or
close companions still think you will run true
to form — that is, take the bait and get upset.
If you now simply walk away from what is
irksome or distasteful, no one will be able to
outsmart you.
VIRGO(August23-September22): The
moment realized is like a bud blossoming,
and whatever your age or circumstances, a
wonderful new world is about to open up for
you. This moment is sacred.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Take the bull by the horns and turn the tables
on rivals or detractors. The atmosphere may
well become even more explosive, but you
have paid your dues and played fair.
SCORPIO (October 23-November 21):
The peculiar and powerful planet Pluto appears to be threatening much that you believed to be solid as a rock. But don't panic
when even your best-laid plans seem to go
awry. There is a reason you are being forced
to wait.
SAGITTARIUS(November 22-December 21): Although stars appear to be moving
backward through the sky, rivals certainly do
not have the upper hand. In fact, you should
experience a high degree offreedom over the
next few days.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January
19): Your readiness to call a spade a spade
hasn't done you many favors ,because certain
individuals still don't face up to reality. Now
you should be able to make your point with a
bit more subtlety and much more sympathy.
AQUARIUS(January 20-February 18):
You have just about had you fill of playing
the martyr, even if it is for a worthy cause.
Besides, it is time to turn your thoughts to
matters closer to home. Finances require your
immediate attention.
PISCES (February 19-March 20): Although Saturn in your own birth sign seems
to have made you stop and think, you needn't
assume that others are out to get you. You've
wasted enough time already trying to avoid
enemies who appear to be more imaginary
than real.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Thursday, March 3
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
The heavy hand of Saturn in your own birth
sign may be making this a time of uncertainty. Remember,however,that as you think so
you are — and that while loneliness expresses the pain of being alone, solitude expresses the glory of being alone.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): You have
an opportunity to prove that there are more
strings to your bow than others may think.
You have an intuitive and inventive side that
often goes unnoticed. Now is your chance to
take others by surprise.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Although
you would like to be fair to everyone, there
comes a time when tough decisions must be
made, and this is one of them. Don't think
twice about cutting ties with those who have
let you down.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): You must
expect a certain amount of envy from those
you work with every day. But don't let their
lack of vision or enthusiasm get you down,
as there is still much to be accomplished.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): For some
time you appear to have been locked in a
difficult battle over a joint financial issue.
Now,however,you must accept that it would
be very foolish to prolong the agony when
there are greater opportunities elsewhere.
LEO (July 23-August 22): You like to
feel that you are in charge of your own
destiny and master of your own emotions.
Before long, you will have no choice but to
submit to change, both on a personal level
and in the working pattern of your life.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
You have a tendency at the moment tojump
the gun,jump to conclusions or jump in at
the deep end. Certain new ties or attachments could well prove to be costly propositions.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Arguments at work and upsetting confrontations in your personal life seem to have left
their mark. Pay more attention to your own
general well-being.
SCORPIO(October 23-November 21):
Continue to allow partners or business associates to imagine that they have gained the
Upper hand. What happens closer to the weekend will more than compensate for all the
recent disappointments and conflicts.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21): Whatever you feel you would
dearly love to accomplish, set about it with
renewed faith. A terrific aspect between Venus and Uranus is trying to tell you that you
are on the path that faith intended.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January
19): Although your everyday financial affairs have been in a bit of a muddle recently,
there is light at the end of the tunnel. It won't
be long before a way out of your difficulties
Will emerge. Seize the opportunity.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): You will need to be in top form if you
are to make things happen. It is vital that you
put your own welfare first. Refuse to allow
Problems to get you down.
PISCES (February 19-March 20): A
marvelous aspect between Uranus and Venus not only makes you receptive to new
ideas but also eager to try them out. Be sure
that you obtain others' approval before using them as guinea pigs.
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Corrections
In the Feb.28 issue of The Maine
Campus, the two contrasting approaches mentioned in the grading
system article should have read criterion-based and normative-based.
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Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky

26 Finnish bath
3 "See you"
33 Runt
36 Make a
substitution?
37 Mary's "South
Pacific" co-star
38 Post
40 Weight
Watchers
member,
maybe

41 Square-dealing
42 Like a #1
housekeeper
43 Address abbr.
44 Perfumes
45 Brat

46 They're

bicoastal
46 Inner circles
51 Pursuit
55 Tout's topic
59 Jay follower?
60 N.Y.C.zone

Get answers to any three clues

by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• It's Irish day in the ArtsForum

ArtsForum
What's
new on
the arts
scene?
In the Near Future:
Reception: "Unity in Variety: Annual UMaine Faculty Exhibition„" a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, 5-7:30
p.m.,Thursday,March 3,Carnegie Hall.
Free.
Dance: "Performance by the Martha Grahm Dance Company," 8 p.m.,
Saturday,March 5,Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission.

During Break:
Classical Performance: "Stephen
Guzenhauser Conducts the BangorSymphony Orchestra," 3 p.m., Sunday,
March 13, Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission.
Preview lecture: "A Popular Symphony by David Klocko," 2 p.m., Sunday, March 13, Maine Center for the
Arts. Free.
Irish Music: "Cherish the Ladies,"
7 p.m., Wednesday, March 16, Maine
Center for the Arts. Admission.

On-Going Arts and
Entertainment:
Daniel Farber: Photographs, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Feb.
11-March 28, Graphics Gallery, Union.
At Home and Abroad,an exhibition
of sketches by Arline Thomson,Feb. 23April 2, Old Town Public Library.
Unity in Variety: Annual UMaine
Faculty Exhibition,a UMaine Museum
of Art exhibit, Feb. 25-March 31, 1938
and Carnegie galleries, Carnegie Hall.
Candace LeClair: Recent Work,a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, March
3-May9,Hole in the Wall Gallery,Union.
Paul Knaut:Maine Photographer,
a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Jan.
26-March 20, Hauck Gallery, Union.
Sacred Buddhist Artfrom Tibet,a
Hudson Museum exhibit of contemporary paintingsfrom Tibet through March
11, Maine Center for the Arts.
Inuit Images: Their Life Through
Their Art,a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and carvings
through March 13, Maine Center for the
Arts.
Movieand Live Music,every Thursday night at the Ram's Horn, 7:30 p.m.
Call 581-1734.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den,
featuring live music, 9 p.m. Call 5811734.
Movies from India, every Monday,
6:30 p.m., 101 Neville. Call 581-1734.
International Folk Dancing,every
Monday,7 p.m., Call 581-1734.
Peace Studies Lecture Series, every Monday, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Review Poetry Readings,
first Tuesday of every month, Ram's
Horn, Call 581-8707.

• They're from Dublin, of course they're good
• Daniel Day Lewis is back on the big screen

•Review

Satire, social commentary and sex
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Comedy, drama, farce, satire—all
this...and sex education, too.
On Monday evening, the peer group
Maine Precaution, formerly known as
the Not-Ready-For-Bedtime Players, presented a series of short skits grouped
together under the title of"Educating for
Life." Two performances were held, the
first in Knox Hall and the second in
Oxford Hall.
The hour-long presentation consisted
of 15 brief skits and boasted a cast of six
women and four men.The emotions evoked
by the performers ranged from sympathy to
mild discomfort to loads of laughter.
Most of the skits presented preferred to
take a humorous look at sex and contraception."Talk Show,"for example,dealt with
three people confessing their sexual abstinence on a national talk show.
"AIDS Pamphlet" depicted a squeamish councilor rewording a sexual education pamphlet until it was barely recognizable as such. The audience ,roared with
laughter as he suggested changing "penis"
to "pulsating member,""condom"to "love
raincoat," and "vagina" to "feminine flower."
"Romeo and Juliet" had the famous
lovers putting their love-making plans on
hold until they could get their hands on
some protection.That skit contained enough
puns on Shakespeare's plays to make old
Will himself turn over in his grave.
"Drill Sergeant," the funniest of the
evening, had a group of young recruits
putting condoms on bananas under a drill
sergeant's supervision. "Damn Straight,"

Oh, so that's how it's done!(Boyd photo.)
the most socially satirical, presented a hypothetical world wherein homosexuality
was the norm and heterosexuality was the
exception.
Other skits, like "Honesty...What A
Concept,""The Same Conversation," and
"Health Education 101," used a more
straightforward approach to dealing with
sexually transmitted diseases and the value
of communication.
Still others, like "The Perfect Scene,"
"Sisters," and "AIDS Doesn't Discriminate," presented the topics of date rape and
AIDS in a serious, somber manner.
It may have been far from a polished
performance, but that didn't really matter.
The whole point of the evening was to
educate and entertain; both of which Maine
Precaution did with great success. Follow-

ing the performance, the actors took a few
minutes to field questions from the audience.
Even before the performance began,
packets were distributed to each member of
the audience. Inside each packet was a
condom and information on AIDS, STDs
and where to go for answers to any questions.
In all, the whole program was well
worthwhile. If Maine Precaution brings its
performance to your dorm and you have the
time, by all means go and see it. You'll be
glad you did.
The members of Maine Precaution are:
Harrison Ankers,Boyd P. Brown III, Maureen Brewer, Diane Cobb,Elaine DiFalco,
Tammy Jackson, Christa McKechnie,
Nicole Rioux,Ben Way and Andy Wilbur.

Getthe Picture
less killing, that he realized the seriousness of the Jewish plight.
Staff Writer
Schindler, while losing many people
There is a saying "A picture is worth from his pot-making factory to a neara thousand words." If so, picture an audi- by work camp, also saw the loss of huence as they leave the movie "Schin- manity among his German countrymen.
dler's List." No words are exchanged After winning the admiration ofthe work
between husband and wife, nothing is camp supervisor,General Goethe,Schinsaid between best friends. There are only dler was able to retain his Jewish workhorrified, tear-stained faces of people ers.
just exposed to a hateful period of time.
The final moral test for Schindler came
Directed by one of the most diversely in the closing years of the war when Jews
talented directors of all time, Steven were being transferred to the Auschwitz
Spielberg,the nightmare Polish Jews had concentration camp. The only way he
to endure in World War II was recreated. could save his workers from being sent to
Spielberg told the story of Oskar Schin- the ovens of Auschwitz was to buy them.
dler, who was a German businessman He made a list of over 800 Jews and
responsible for saving many Jews from purchased their lives.
The power of this movie to silence the
death at concentration camps.
Schindler, played by Liam Neeson, audience the way it did came from many
moved into Poland to seek wealth by things. John Williams, who supplied the
supplying war needs. He found that he music for the Indiana Jones movies and
could get very cheap labor by hiring Jews the "Star Wars"trilogy,created the mood
from the ghetto. By throwing a little for many emotional scenes.
In portraying the plight of Jews in
money around, Schindler kept a lot of
war-time Poland, the scenes illustrated
Jews from being sent to work camps.
It was not until he witnessed a mas- an absolute hate for a race of people.
sive German ghetto raid, where Jewish Jews were shown to be subservient to all
bodies were being stacked up from sense- Germans and were not allowed to lift

By Dana Gray

their heads in the presence of Germans.
Graphic murders were continuously
brought up close to the audience. Spielberg captured a feeling that many of us
who have learned about the Holocaust
choose not to think about. Over three
hours of film revealed a total lack of
concern for a race of people. German
children danced gleefully in a playground
amidst what they thought was falling
snow but were really ashes from the ovens of Auschwitz.
Based on a novel by Thomas Keneally, this movie was a history lesson as to
how six million people were killed.
Producers Spielberg, Geraldo R.
Molen,Branko Lustig and Executive Producer Kathlene Kennedy created a visual
masterpiece without color. The entire
movie was done in black and white, with
the only color coming at the end of the
movie when the Schindler Jews visited
his grave site.
"Schindler's List" is not a "feel good
movie." It is not a "date movie." It is a
movie that all should see. The power and
emotion in which this non-fictional account is shown both sickens and touches
the lives of all who see it.
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HeadSpins
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
The Young Doubliners
Rocky Road
Scotti Bros. Records
One band, two countries, seven members,and limitless potential. Here they cOme
to reclaim the void left by the Irish Rovers.
The Young Dubliners take root in the
rich musical heritage of the Irish and combine it with strong pop structure. This variety of musicians craft a sound rarely seen in
music today. With all this going for them,
how can they lose?
The seven members consist of Keith
Roberts,Paul O'Toole,JeffDellisanti,Bren
Holmes, Randy Woolford, Lovely Previn,
and Jon Mattox. The Young Dubliners restructure their folk music background and
liven it up with the intensity of modern
rock. By taking hints from The Pogues,
The Young Dubliners please the ears with
songs that are diverse and just plain fun.
"Rocky Road To Dublin," is the album
opener that starts things off with a bang.
Rooted in the taverns and mead halls of
Ireland, this song quickly bursts into a
rousing punk-influenced rocker that retains
a true Irish feel.
"Ashley Falls" also stays close to the
roots of these musicians by using violin,
flute and a familiarjig sound that revitalizes one's spirit. These two songs exemplify
where The Young Dubliners come from,
but it is not where they remain.
The second song on the album titled
"Last House On The Street," quickly shows
the diversity of this band. This song is a
well crafted pop tune,but with the diversity
of instruments used, the song comes to life
with a full sound.

"Black & White," is another of The
Young Dubliners finely crafted songs, but
this time the band delves into the ever
popular subject of love. Loving someone
without a return of that affection is the
main point of these lyrics and the listener
empathizes with the mournful vocalist.
"Holy Ground," is a shorter tune that
brings up the pace and is rooted in rockabilly, complete with saxophone. "Enough is
Enough,"explores the group's Celtic roots
in a ballad.
Just when you thought Irish folk music
had no future and The Irish Rovers had
disappeared into obscurity, a group with
integrity comes along to explode that myth.
Instead of being trapped in the traditions of
the past, The Young Dubliners break with
tradition to retain the flavor of the past and
combine it with modern music. Ask The
Young Dubliners to take you down that
"Rocky Road," to appreciate something
from the past and be hopeful for the future
of Irish pop music.
Leo Kottke
Peculiaroso
Private Music
If there is too much "In Your Face"
music out there, but the usual soft rock is
just not cutting the mustard, then sit back
for the second coming, only instead of
spreading 'The Word,' this man enthralls
the masses by his guitar virtuoso.
Leo Kottke is releasing his 22nd album
titled"Peculiaroso."This man is a selftaught
maestro, but one wouldn't derive that from
the diversity and precision of his guitar
mastery. Moving between soft ballads into
some of the best jazz guitar work this decade, Kottke covers much musical ground.
Oh yeah, and he also sings. As I sat
listening to this album the first time through,

They're young, they're Irish—what more needs to be said?(Courtesy photo.)
I though Kottke was purely an instrumental
player, but as it turns out he sings on a
couple of tracks. The sound that comes
from him sounds strikingly similar to Leonard Cohen and is definitely rooted in that
vein of vocals.His low-end baritone soothes
the listener into a relaxed state of mind.
Some may comment that Kottke's music is just Muzak, but this reference is
mostly due to the fact that he records other
peoples songs and transposes them into
guitar. The overall package is mood music,
and that is Kottke's goal.
"Room Service," is one of the more
striking tracks because it adds drums, bass

and synthesizer to fill out the sound of
Kottke's guitar usually solo playing. This
track is also an instrumental.
"Porky and Pale," uses the same plan to
craft a light and breezy song. Here the
guitar work is nimble and precise. An accordion adds a cultural flavor, French I
would say.
A song that has a darker feel to it is the
track"Big Situation." This song rolls along
down a windy road into the musical landscape.
The album opener is "Peg Leg," and
See HEADSPINS
on page 16

H
IN CONCERT

OLLY NEAR with John Bucchino

Wednesday
MARCH 23, 1994
University of Maine
Maine Center for the Arts
7:30 P.M.

Non Traditional Student
Coffee Hour

Admission: $4.00 UM Students • $8.00 General Public
For Ticket lnformatiton call: 581-1755

"Every Thursday at 3:15 pm"
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union

We can package your orders to go.
Open breakfast, lunch, dinner.

$1.00 Off $2.00 Off

L.

any Check of $5
or more.

any Check of $10
or more.

Expires 3/4/94

Expires 3/4/94

No double discounts.

No double discounts.
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This
By Damon Osora
Staff Writer
Beginning around Christmas, filmgoers
are bombarded with dramas about the triumph of the human spirit. With the Academy Awards only months away, the studios
realize this is the prime time to release their
possible Oscar contenders.
Last year was no exception to this pattern, although it was well into the new year
before many of the nominees actually made
it into national release.
Jonathan Demme brought AIDS to the
masses in "Philadelphia." At roughly the
same time, Speilberg made the most impressive holocaust film in history with
"Schindler's List."
Now,Irish filmmakerJim Sheridan("My
Left Foot") reunites with actor Daniel Day
Lewis ("The Age of Innocence") for the
year's most powerful story about the ability
to survive,"In the Name of the Father."
Based on Gerry Conlon's autobiography "Proved Innocent," "Father" begins
when Conlon is little more than a scrap iron
thief in war torn Belfast, Northern Ireland.
Mistaken by British soldiers as an Irish
Republican Army sniper,Conlon mustleave
Ireland for London, where he takes residence in a commune of pacifists.
As the confrontation escalates in London, however, Gerry is arrested under the
Prevention of Terrorism Act, and charged
for the bombing of a Guilford tavern.
When Conlon's father Guiseppe (Pete
Postlewaithe)comes to his defense,he too is

Maya movies

The Hudson Museum at the Univerarrested as a conspirator and forced to unof Maine is sponsoring a two-day
sity
dergo the same brutality his son earlier enfilm festival. All showings are free and
countered.
open to the public. The films compleAfter a seemingly unending trial, the
ments the Prehispanic Mesoamerican
elder Conlon is sentenced to 15 years, while
artifacts exhibit "Realms of Blood and
Gerry faces life in a maximum security
Jade,"currently on display in the Palmprison.
er
Gallery.
In prison, Gerry teams up with John
All films will be shown in the BodMcAndrews(Don Baker), a hired bomber
well Lounge on the second level of the
who confesses to an uninterested Chief InHudson Museum, which is located in
spector, and eventually Conlon, that he is
the Maine Center for the Arts.
responsible for the five lives lost in the
Friday, March,4:
explosion. Together,they organize a peace9:15 a.m. "Sacred Games," docuful protest which, when mistaken for a riot,
ments the complex, week-long activileads to a severe decline in Guiseppe's health.
ties associated with the festivalofgames
When McAndrews turns frighteningly
carnival of the Chamula people, the
militant,Gerry opts to follow the pathway to
Maya ofsouthern Mexico(59 minutes).
release that his father has begun—a letter
10:30 a.m. "Popul Vuh," animated,
writing campaign demanding the release of
film which employs auaward-winning
those wrongly imprisoned. With the help of
thentic imagery from ancient ceramics
attorney Gareth Peirce(Emma Thompson),
Conlon now faces the most difficult obstacle to his freedom—getting the British government to admit that they have wrongly
imprisoned six innocent people for nearly
fifteen years.
Sheridan wisely chooses to present Con- introduces the listener to the master guitar
lon's struggle in an almost documentary- playing of Kottke. There is a flurry of notes
like fashion, and thus avoids the risk of played which barely allows the listener
time to hear these notes before Kottke exbeing labeled overly biased.
Apparently Sheridan also has the gift of pands on the main theme of the song. Also
eliciting the best qualities his actors possess. included in this track is an example of
In "Father," no one performance outshines Kottke's great slide guitar work, which has
or overshadows another. Rather, they work become a trademark for the musician.
"Peculiaroso" is an even album with
in perfect unison toward the goal of making
instrumental
tracks shining through. Leo
one man's victory come realistically to the
his astute mastery of
Kottke
demonstrates
screen.

HeadSpins

to depict the Maya creation myth (60
minutes).
11:45 a.m."Fall ofthe Maya,"shows
how the story of the rise and fall of the
Mayas is being unraveled through the
use ofexcavations in the Honduranjungle to the most recently interpreted hieroglyphic writings(23 minutes).
12:30 p.m. "Collapse," From the
series,"Out of the Past," ancient civilizations in Mesoamerica send a warning
to modern society(60 minutes).
2 p.m. "Rigoberta Menchu: Broken
Silence," a profile of the Nobel Peace
Prize winner whose life has become a
symbol of not only the Maya Quiche
people, but of all the indigenous people
of the Americas(25 minutes).
3 p.m."Sacred Games,"reshowing.
Saturday features same films. Call
for showing times.

from page 15
the guitar, both 12 and 6 string, and gives
the listener a reason to proceed through the
whole disc.
Rooted more in the folk genre of music,
Kottke can be placed at the top of his
profession. A reference to Michael Hedges
cannot be ignored, but this man stands on
his own talent.
For a light change in musical tastes
select Leo Kottke to discover the meaning
of the word "Peculiaroso."

Neville Hall Series
THE WHOLE TOWN IS TALKING ABOUT
THIS YEAR'S MOST PROVOCATIVE FILM.
"A 101 Absolutely brilliant satire, a remarkable film':
Gary Franklin•KABC•TV

"What will take you by surprise is the remarkably high
level of energy, intelligence, humor and outrage:.
Guy Flatley•Cosmopolitan

Heathers
FREE!
Wednesday 28th @ 7:30 PM
101 Neville Hall
Sponsored by:

The Union Board: Diversions
campus entertainment 581-1735
Residents On Campus

alternative, rap,
ae, techno,077, country,
top 40 & more.
New & used CD's, cassettes,
albums & singles.
Special orders & trade-ins
available.
Check out these prices
I Alice
disceiin

99

!Receive an x4ra 10% oft with any

139"

ipurchase or 0in any regular P
item with coupon
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• UMaine hockey team awaits word on Tardif, Olympians

Sport

• Black Bear women's basketball squad denied NAC bid
• Profile of Excellence: Justin Tomberlin

•UMaine women's basketball

•UMaine men's basketball

NAC upholds Black Bear ban

Bears continue to roll

By John Black

By Chris DeBeck

Sports Writer

Sports Writer

After three conference calls failed to
produce a resolution, Monday evening the
North Atlantic Conference upheld its decision to ban the University of Maine women's basketball team from postseason tournament play.
UMaine was originally barred from postseason competition Feb. 14 when a scheduling error was uncovered. The Black Bears
inadvertently scheduled too many contests.
Number two-ranked Northeastern will
receive a first-round bye.
"The hardest thing aboutthis whole thing
was the initial decision that they made,"
UMaine coach Joanne Palombo said. "It
was made in a very short period of time,
Mike Ploszek was not on the conference call
at the time,and it was so severe,and so antistudent athlete. I don't think I can ever
forget the initial decision."
See NAC
on page 20

With recent developments in other University of Maine winter sports,Coach Rudy
Keeling's men's basketball squad is in an
unusual position — the only winter sports
team with a good chance to play in an
National Collegiate Athletic Association
championship tournament.
As ineligibility and scheduling problems
have plagued the hockey and women's basketball teams, the UMaine men's team has
won six games in a row.UMaine is now 178 overall, and 10-3 in North Atlantic Conference games.
Keeling,though,wants his squad to keep
things in perspective.
"The wins over Delaware and Drexel,in
were great wins," Keeling said.
overtime,
associate
UMaine AD Mike Ploszek,
thing about this is that the kids
best
"The
AD Jim Dyer and women's basketball
every game one game at a time.
taken
have
coach Joanne Palombo worked to find
why I'm not talking about
that's
fact,
In
a solution to the women's ban, but
time."
this
at
postseason
their efforts fell short.(Boyd photo.)
Team play has been another hallmark of

the UMaine squad of late, particularly by
forwards — and roommates — Chris Collins and Terry Hunt.
"I think that everybody has been consistent," Keeling said."If you look at the boxscores,Deonte Hursey had 18 points against
Delaware and Casey Arena had 19 against
Drexel. Different guys have stepped up every game."
The UMaine team will have to step up
for Wednesday's game at the University of
New Hampshire.UNH knocked offthe Black
Bears 65-64 Feb. 5 at Alfond Arena.
UNH's upset win was a game"we should
have won," Keeling said at the postgame
press conference.
One reason UNH was successful in stealing the win was its ability to control the pace,
a tactic UNH Coach Gib Chapman is sure to
use again.
"We need to play a better half court
offense," Keeling said."We have to get after
them on the full court and get them to play
See MEN'S BASKETBALL
on page 20

•UMaine hockey
•Profile of Excellence

Lessons oflife deal Tomberlin harsh hand
But UMaine hockey semor slowly copmg with the death of his mother
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
For University of Maine hockey player
Justin Tomberlin, the past 12 months have
been a virtual crash-course in reality. Stark,
harsh,cruelreality.Thelessons hehaslearned
in those365 claysand nights haveforced him
to look at his life and reconsider his priorities, providing him with an outlook and a
wisdom well beyond his 23 years.
Butthoselessons havecome atatremendous personalcost.On Dec.30,1993,Karen
Tomberlin — Justin's mother — passed
away after a courageous battle with cancer.
It wasa tragic end to a long and painful year,
a year Justin Tomberlin would just as soon
as forget. Except for one thing. In his newfound wisdom, he has managed to learn
from thoselessonshidden beneath hislayers
of pain.
"Iwouldn'tever,ever wantto gothrough
it again,butIhave learned a helluva a lotthis
year," Tomberlin said. "1 -ast year, everything went so right for the team (UMaine
went 42-1-2 and won its first-ever national
championship),and for myself, personally,
things went pretty smoothly. I wasn't prepared for the adversity ofthis year. It's kind
of rocked my world. I guess you've got to
cherish things while you have them. You
never know when something is going to be
takenfrom you.The only regretI have isthat
I didn't get to spend more time with my
mom."
But with the full blessing of UMaine
coach Shawn Walsh,Tomberlin flew out to
thefamily's homein Coleraine,Minn.every
chance he could."I love Justin Tomberlin,"
Walsh said."I want my kids to grow upto be
like Justin Tomberlin. How, in my right
mind, could I not have let him go see his

mother as frequently as possible?"
Once,in early December,Tomberlin's frequent visits nearly resulted in another tragedy.
A flight he was supposed to have been on
crashed,killing all ofthe passengers aboard.At
the last possible moment,he had chosen not to
go after hearing from a family member that his
mother'scondition had improved andshe would
still be OK if he came at a later date.

Justin Tomberlin.(Boyd photo.)
"Iguess it wasn't my time,"the soft-spoken
senior shrugged,"Maybe,somehow, my mom
improved enough so that I wouldn't get on that
plane. Who knows."
When Tomberlin could make it out for a
visit, he'd spend endless hours helping to care
for his mom,chatting with her about any topic
under the sun — the besttimes,the worsttimes,
especially his future. Anything to help her ease
her pain. "I owed it to her," Tomberlin said.
"She was my best friend, the one person in my
family who was always there for me.I couldn't
dftal with myselfif I wasn't there for her."

Inevitably, though, their precious time
together would wind to a close, as he'd have
tocontemplate making thatdreaded trip back
to Orono.Understand,it wasn'tthat he didn't
want to return to school and the zaniness of
the Black Bear locker room,"the best part of
being on this team," he says. It wasjust that
leaving home withoutknowing ifit would be
the last time they'd ever be together simply
tore his heart to shreds.
"Every time I went home,I'd talk to my
sister or my father and I'd tell them I didn't
want to go," he said. "It was tough to leave
becauseevery timeI'd gohomehercondition
had deteriorated so much more. When it
would come timetoleave,Icouldn't help but
think that it would be the lasttime I'd eversep
her."
Somehow,Tomberlin always managed
to get aboard his flight and come back to
school. So it was by some odd twist of fate
that the Black Bear hockey team happened to
be in Minnesota for a Christmas tournament
just as Karen Tomberlin was living the final
hours of her life.
The Black Bears were participating in the
University ofMinnesota's Mariucci Classic.
Tomberlin had flown out a few days early to
be with hisfamily in Coleraine,about a fourhour drive from the Minneapolis campus.
Sadly, his mother's condition had taken a
turn for the worse,and it didn't look like she
would make it to qty. the New Year.
Shedidn't.Shortly afterChristmas,Karen
Tomberlin slipped into a coma. A few days
later, she died.
In one ofher final conversations with her
son, she told him she wanted him to play in
the Black Bears' game with Lake Superior
State on New Year's Eve.His heart and mind
See TOMBERLIN
on page 19

Ingraham
thinks Tardif
will return
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Having been victimized by a University of
Maine compliance office bungling himself
earlier this season, Black Bear senior hockey
player Cal Ingraham has become quite aware
of the workings of the NCAA.

Linemates Cal Ingraham (left) and Paul
Kariya could soon be reunited if Kariya
returns to UMaine.(Boyd photo.)
So consider Ingraham a reliable source
when he says he thinks ineligible forward Pat
Tardif has an excellent chance of being reinstated by the NCAA later this week.
"From the things they explained to me
when I appealed my suspension, I don't see
how they can do anything but let him play,"
Ingraham said.
Ingraham's familiarity with the NCAA
rules came after he was suspended for 14
games in October due to a transcript coding
error by then-UMaine compliance officer
See INGRAHAM/TARDIF
on page 18
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Ingraham/Tardif

from page 17

Woody Carville.Carville was reassigned after
his mostrecent mistake,a misinterpretation of
NCAA graduatestudentathlete eligibility rules
that resulted last week in the ineligibility of
Tardifand four other UMaine student athletes.
It was something NCAA officials told
Ingraham while he was appealing his case that
makes him believe Tardifs career at UMaine
may not yet be over.
During a conference call in which Ingraham pleaded his case,the NCAA outlined five
situations in which an athlete had been declared eligible when he or she wasfound notto
be at all at fault for their dilemma.
Ingraham's appeal was eventually denied
because he hadfailed a class,leaving him three
credits short of eligibility. But if the NCAA
stands behind their explanation to him, he
can't see how they could refuse to reinstate
Tardif.
"I think they have to," Ingraham said.
"The big thing they dwelled on with me was
reliance. Patrice was relying on direct word
of mouth from a bunch of administrative
people. They told me about the five cases
where other athletes were allowed to play
right away because they were told inaccurate thingsfrom administrative people.They
denied me because I failed that class and I
should have known that might have some
effect."
But Tardifs academic record is impeccable. He has a GPA well above a 3.0 and
graduated with his bachelor's degree in accounting in just three years. Ingraham thinks
its only fair that Tardifs academic excellence
should have some bearing on the NCAA's
decision.
"Pat's academic records are superior to
mine," Ingraham said. "He graduated early
and he's really done absolutely nothing wrong.
Hopefully, they'll consider that."

Initially, Tardif planned to leave school
immediately to sign with the NHL's St. Louis
Blues, the team that drafted him in the third
round of the 1990 draft.
But because of whatthe NCAA told Ingraham,plus due to the fact that he was permitted
to re-enroll in a class he had dropped (giving
him one more than the required amount of
credits), Tardif decided to stay in Orono and
hope for a reprieve.
He should find outin the next week whether the NCAA will let him finish the senior
season of his stellar college hockey career.
Ingraham thinks they will — but he warns
Tardif to be aware of the unknown variable.
"This is the NCAA we're dealing with,"
Ingraham said. "You never know what they
will do."
•IfTardifdoes play for UMaine again this
season, he's likely to have a few reinforcements to help him shoulder the Black Bear
scoring load.
The mother of UMaine sophomore forwardsPeter and Chris Ferraro told a New York
newspaper yesterday that her sons were on the
road,headed to Orono,a solid indication that
they are coming back to play for the Black
Bears.
PeterFerraro skated for eighth-placeTeam
USA in Lilleharruner,while Chris Ferraro was
the last player cutfrom Team USA and stayed
in Norway to watch his twin brother participate in the Winter Games.
Meanwhile,asoflast night,UMaine coach
Shawn Walsh was still waiting to hear from
Paul Kariya. Kariya, the 1993 Hobey Baker
Award winner, was initially expected to sign
with the NHL's Anaheim Mighty Ducks,who
selected him with the fourth overall choice in
the 1993 Draft.
Lately, though,the player with the flattering but burdensome label of being "the next
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nextGretzky"has hinted he willrejoin UMaine.
He scored 24 points in 12 games for the Black
Bears this season before leaving for Team
Canada on Dec. 13.
For his part, Walsh isn't tipping his hand
about what he expects will happen. With a
devilish grin,he claims he won'tfind outabout
the talented trio's plans until later in the week.
"All I know is that all three were considering coming back," Walsh said."That's the last
I heard,and in fact(CBS analyst)John Davidson voiced that (Sunday). We really won't
know until the pro teams that own their rights
make a decision. We'll just wait and see."
•CountTardifamong those shocked when
Kariya didn't score on the final play of the
shootout in the Olympic hockey final Sunday.
Tardif wasn'tsurprised thatSweden goalie
Tommy Salo made a brilliant scissor-save to
flick away Kariya's game-tying bid and secure
the Gold medal for the Swedes;rather, he was
just dumbfounded as to why Kariya chose
chose the particular move he did.
Here's why:
"Before Paul left for the Olympics, some
of us would play this game in practice called
`Shootoue," Tardif explained. "We'd take
turns shooting breakaways on goalies, and

whoever scored the most goals would win.
"When Paul got behind and needed a goal,
he always went to this one move, this backhand move, that he always scored with. I
thought for sure that's what he was going to
try. I couldn't believe it when he didn't."
Kariya instead went high with a forehand
wrister after faking Salo to the ice. Yes, Salo
made the save, Coach Walsh says, but he
believes it was a great move on Kariya's part
nonetheless.
"Paul had the guy beat," Walsh said. "I
give Mr.Salo the biggest credit.I loved Paul's
move.He gave him a little hitch,he ripped it up
top,and hecaughtthe goalieleaning—and the
goalie recovered."
Walsh paused for a moment, then got
philosophical about Kariya's Olympic performance.
"When you think about that young guy, a
sophomore in college, and the pressure that
they(Team Canada)asked of him and how he
delivered...that tells you something."
Indeed it does, something UMaine fans
already knew:
Paul Kariya is a hockey player with Gold
medal talent. Even if he had to settle for the
Silver just this once.

UMaine seeks reinstatementoffour
The University of Maine is trying to
line up additional academic credits to
restore eligibility for four of the five athletes who recently found out they had run
afoul of National Collegiate Athletic Association rules.
Hockey player Pat Tardif has been
reinstated in a course on collective bargaining that he dropped Jan. 31,a university spokesman said. A report on efforts to

restore Tardifs eligibility was sent to the
NCAA last week.
Three of the athletes have been told
they may receive three credits each for
participation in a campus group called
"Athletes for Sexual Responsibility."
See REINSTATEMENT

on page 20

We need your used sports
equipment for our newest store!
We buy, sell, trade and consign used
and new sporting goods.
Sports Equipment That's Used. But Not Used Up.
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were still with his mom,but he obeyed her wish
and drove the four-hour trek to Minneapolis.
When he arrived, he found that his teammates
had dedicated the gameto the memory ofKaren
Tomberlin.
Unfortunately, tales in life don't always
have a storybook ending.With UMaine trailing
the Lakers, 3-2, and less than two minutes to
play,a teammate sent Tomberlin in alone on a
breakaway.He moved in onISSU goalie Blain
Lacher, faked, faked again and ripped off a
rocket of a shot.
Lacher made the save. UMaine lost, 3-2,
and Tomberlin had four hours ofroad ahead of
him to make it home for the funeral.
"The drive home was tough," Tomberlin
remembers.'The game was kind oftherapeutic
for me, to get out there and concentrate on
hockeyforawhile.Butdriving home afterward,
it was nighttime, and I had all this time to
recollect and to think.It was all starting to setin.
I had a lot offlashbacks on that ride."
When Tomberlin is by himself nowadays,
the flashbacks return. He has come to rue the
sunset and the impending arrival of darkness,
because he knows it means another night of
lying in bed wide-awake, counting sheep and
the ticks of his alarm clock while wondering
why — why? —his mom had to go.
"It's hard being alone or trying to sleep at
night,"Tomberlin said."Nights are the worst.I
hate it when I have to go to bed,because that's
the time when I think about it."
He realizes he has to talk about his agony in
order for it to run its course, and he has a few
close friends whom he confides in — his girlfriend,who's also his roommate;his bestbuddy
from home;and UMaine teammate Pat Tardif,
whose own father died of cancer last year.
"ButI probably don'ttalk aboutittothem as
much as I should," Tomberlin admits."Everyone's been great, but I don't want anyone to
think I'm looking for sympathy or anything. I
don't want it to be a burden."
Tomberlin recalls an exchange he had with
of teammates after he returned to
couple
a
following
his mother's funeral. He was
Orono
telling them about how he had placed his Na-

tional Championship ring on his mother's finger at her funeral, knowing full well that she
would be cremated.
"I wanted it to be cremated with her," he
said. "For some reason, they took all of her
jewelry off her, and they gave the ring back to
me.I didn't expect it back and I didn't want it
back.
"I brought that up to a bunch of guys, and
they didn't really know how to react. They all
just kind of looked away."
For his part, Tomberlin is doing his best to
look ahead.He can even see one positivelesson
tocomefrom his mother'sordeal—it's brought
his distant family closer together.
"We were never really a close family,"
Tomberlin said."My mom and I were, but as
my dad and land my sister, we weren't all that
tight. This whole thing has kinda rallied us."
Tomberlin has even begun to mend his
strained relationship with his father, quite
an accomplishmentconsidering their stormy
past. Ray Tomberlin is a former pro football
player for the Denver Broncos. He had the
perfect fiery temperament for his profession, but it didn't translate too well to the
task of raising kids.
He wasoneofthose Little League dads who
tried to goad and push and badger his kid into
becoming as big an athletic success as he was.
Perversely,it apparently worked —Justin was
atwo-time All-Minnesota pick inthree sportsin
high school and has been drafted by both the
NHL's Toronto Maple Leafs and MLB's Minnesota Twins.But it came at the expense ofany
close bond between father and son.
"He put a lot of pressure on me — hell, he
was my coach.I'm not going to s— on him,but
we've had alotof,uh,issues,"Justin said."He's
a recovering alcoholic,as am!,and alotofit had
to do with things from my childhood and growing up. Lately, though, it's been improving.
He's been great."
Ironically,Ray Tomberlin's son has grown
up to become a better athlete than he probably
could have ever imagined. Along with his regular duties as a 13-goal scorer for the UMaine
hockey team, Justin guided the UMaine base-

ballteam into the 1993 NCAA tournament with
a .333 average as the team's starting third
baseman.His hometown MinnesotaTwins were
impressed enough to select him in the 46th
round of last June's draft, shipping him off to
their Class A club in Ft. Wayne,Ind. There he
proceeded to hit a respectable .258.
The Twins are apparently high on Tomberlin; they have asked him to report to spring
training by March 13, the deadline for the Alevel prospects they consider to be the most
promising.
However, Tomberlin isn't so high on the
Twins.Or,more specifically,on the cold,heartless truths of professional sports.
He saw teammates hitting over .300 released simply because someone in management didn't like them. Or because they partied
a little too much.Orfor some other insufficient,
inexplicable reason.Itopened his eyes — wide.
"I saw what kind of shaky ground professional athletics are," Tomberlin said. "I saw
perfectly good players getting released that I
really thought would move up. I saw nothing
wrong with them. I realized that it's a harsh,
harsh, cruel world, and I want to have something to fall back on.It was kind of a slap in the
face."
So Tomberlin,anotherlesson in hand,plans
to letthatMarch 13 deadline come and go while
he wraps up this semester's worth classes at
UMaine. He knows it's a risky move — the
Twins told him they wait for no one,no matter
how good ofa prospectthey might be.Ifhe isn't
in camp by that date, they have said will probably release him.
"I talked to the Twins player personnel
director, and I told him I was going to finish
hockey season and the semester," Tomberlin
said. "He was a little bit upset I was playing

hockey. I guess it said in my contract right in
black and white, 'I will not engage in any
dangerous activity,' such as parachuting,hanggliding and all this other stuff. And the last one
was hockey.
"I guess I won't be in spring training, so I
hope I'll hook on with another organization if
they don't want me."
Pro hockey is also an option. The Maple
Leafs,whotook Tomberlin in the 10th round of
the 1989 NHL Draft, have been in contact a
couple of times this season and have shown
some interest in signing him after the season.
But right now, Tomberlin's top priority is
getting his diploma. After this semester, if all
goes well, he'll be just six credits short of his
degree in speech communication. If he's not
playing pro baseball this summer,he says he'll
most likely stay at UMaine and take a couple
courses.
"My mainfocusis getting my degree.Thai's
the number one thing," Tomberlin said."I had
a terrible semester last semester.I had a tough
time concentrating with everything that was
going on with my mom and stuff. But I still
remember seeing some of those guys in Ft.
Wayne that got released, and they had nothing
to fall back on.I don't want to end up that way.
I'm going to make sure that I don't."
Mark it down as another lesson learned for
Justin Tomberlin, one of many on his bumpy
journey ofthe pastfew months.It may not have
been easy, but sure enough, he is paving over
those bumps in his life's path,assuring himself
of a smooth passage into a promising future.
Still, he can't help but wonder,as he lies in
bed atnight waiting forthe darknesstoend,why
his mother won't be around to share that future
with him. The pain of reality remains, at least
until the sun comes up for another day.

A REAL LUNCH
BREAK.

TV News Journalists!
Know What News Directors Are Looking For? We Do!
Let Us Put You Ahead Of The Pack For That Job.
Call/Write: CJ Feger

0

...MARKETINGWORKS
"Together, we will put your best-selfforward"

18 Lisa Drive, Ste B,
Nashua, NH 03062
603/888-6788
Paying too much for too little?
pay Subway a visit. Whether you
want a sub or a salad, you'll get a fresh
meal that really fills the bill. Next time it's lunchtime,
give yourself a break. A lunch break at Subway

•

Get a regular footlong sub,
large soda and
a bag of chips for
$3.99
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Don't forget to stock up on
Road-trip Tunage!!! —the Doc...

Limit: One coupon per customer per visit.
Not good in combination with any other offer.
Offer expires: 4/30/94
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18 Mill St.
Orono, Maine
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NAC
It's a decision that Palombo sees as
another blow to student athletes.
"The biggest problem I have about the
whole situation is how the student athlete's are being affected, not just Maine
student athletes," Palombo said. "To me
it's a crime that Sheri Turnbull(Vermont)
and Katasha Artis(Northeastern)don't get
to play against Maine or have an eightteam tournament. I just think it's very
severe and very sad."
A possible scenario would have been
forfeiting this evening's contest against the
University of New Hampshire Wildcats.
UNH and Vermont are currently tied for
third place in the conference. Should Vermontdefeat Hartford tonight the Catamounts
would clinch third place.This would secure
the standings entering the playoffs, making
the possibility of forfeiting the UNH game
a seemingly distinct possibility for the Black
Bears.
"The conference was unwilling to let us
delay a tip-off time and find out the Hartford-Vermont result prior to playing our
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Men's basketball

game with UNH," Palombo said.
fast.Ifthey're successful,they'll keep the
"We were going to play the game maybe
pace down."
on Thursday with us agreeing to go there if
A Black Bear win would mark the first
we had to play it, or finding a substitute
time a UMaine squad has won all its
opponent (at UMaine's expense) to play
conference road games.Keeling attributes
UNH. Mike and I had come up with various
his team's road success to a better focus.
solutions. They(NAC)really weren'tready,
"The kids have a certain amount of a
I think, to go that extra mile."
comfort level," Keeling said."They have
Palombo also spoke with UNH coach
some outside things, friends,school work
Kathy Sanborn.
and things like that.
"I did speak with her and there was a
"On the road, it's much more regihesitancy there to cooperate,"Palombo said.
mented — you go to sleep at a certain
"I'm sad for the conference. I'm at the
time, you have practice, there are bed
point where you don't feel negative or anchecks — they're completely focused on
gry, you just feel sad that this is the way it's
the game."
really going to work out."
The Black Bears, 19-7 overall and 11-2
in the NAC,will play out the regular season
slate tonight and hope for either an at-large
bid to the NCAA Tournament or the National Women's Invitational Tournament.
Reports on the three — Allyson Lowell
"We're going to move forward," Palombo said. "We've got to win on Wednesday from the indoor track team, Kerry Brothers
and be hopeful from there, but these are not from cross country and Gretchen Lahey from
field hockey—also will be submitted to the
the kind of things you can predict."
NCAA,said the spokesman,John Diamond.
"It's not going to affect anybody's eligibility status until it's approved by the
NCAA," Diamond said.
The fifth athlete, football player Fred
in sports?" - Cornbread
Harner, said Monday he left UMaine for

Reinstatement

Happy 24th birthday, Jason!
"What's this crap doing

Maine Campus classifieds
help wanted

help wanted

300 Summer Camp Opportunities-In
NY, PA and New England. Instructors
needed for: tennis, basketball, baseball,
hockey, swimming/WSI/lifeguards, sailing, water-skiing, windsurfing, lacrosse,
archery, gymnastics, ceramics, jewelry,
volleyball,soccer,dance,dramatics,equestrian, fitness, ropes, outdoorsmen, piano
accompaniast, Phys. Ed. majors, nurses,
chefs, etc. Call Arlene at: 1-800-4436428 now!
Summer Jobs-Counselors & Staff:
Children's camps/Mass. Top salary, rm/
bd/laundry, travel allowance. Must have
skill in one of the following activities:
Archery, crafts, baseball, basketball,
dance, drama, drums, fencing, field
hockey,football, golf, guitar, gymnastics,
hockey, horseback riding-hunt seat, karate, lacrosse, nature, nurses, photography, piano, pool, rocketry, rollerblading,
ropes, sailing, scuba, secretary, soccer,
tennis, track, waterski, windsurfing,
weights, wood. Men call or write: Camp
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd., Suite 406E,
Boca Raton, FL 33431,(407)994-5500.
Women call or write: Camp Danbee, 17
Westminster Dr., Montville, NJ 07045,
(800)392-3752. Recruiter will be on campus 3/22 at 11:00 a.m.-3 p.m. in Lower
Lobby of the Memorial Union. Stop by, no
appointment necessary.
Nanny Position in Ct. starting May '94.
1 year commitment, childcare experience required. Call (203) 233-0094.
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up to
$2,000+/month on cruise ships or LandTour companies. Summer & full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5067.

Summer Jobs-Counselors & Staff:
Children's camps/Mass.Top salary, rm/bd/
laundry,travel allowance. Must have skill in
one of the following activities: Archery,
crafts, baseball, basketball, dance, drama,
drums,fencing,field hockey,football, golf,
guitar, gymnastics, hockey, horseback
riding-hunt seat, karate, lacrosse, nature,
nurses, photography, piano, pool, rocketry, rollerblading, ropes, sailing, scuba,
secretary, soccer, tennis, track, waterski,
windsurfing, weights, wood. Men call or
write: Camp Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.,
Suite 406E, Boca Raton, FL 33431,(407)
994-5500. Women call or write: Camp
Danbee, 17 Westminster Dr., Montville, NJ
07045,(800)392-3752. Recruiter will be
on campus 3/22 at 11:00 a.m.-3 p.m. in
Lower Lobby of the Memorial Union. Stop
by, no appointment necessary.
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries.
Many earn $2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
For info. call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.

housing
Apartmentsforfall'94. Efficiencies 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 BR apts. Walking distance to
campus. 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Orono Apts-Showing and leasing apts.
for next fall. Eff. 1,2,3,4 BR apts. from
$200/mo. Heat and hot water inc. Call
827-7231.
Boothbay Harbor Retreat-SUMMER
RENTAL. 1 or 2 professionals. Quintessential Maine cottage with unobstructed
views of islands, working lobstermen,
sailboats, King Fishers, seals.. Secluded,
1 mile from Booth bay Harbor center. Call
207-646-2877 for information.
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Keeling is also hopeful that this year's
success will lay the groundwork for a
future success.
"I'm happy for the kids, they're playing very well," Keeling said. "We're on
the verge of building a strong foundation
for a very good program."
Black Bear Notes: Keeling also said
that the Black Bears have an outside
chance of grabbing the top seed for the
NAC tournament.
"If we win and Drexel loses to Delaware, we would be tied for first." The tiebreaker, Keeling said, could come down
to a coin flip, depending on other results.
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"personal matters" immediately after the
football season ended last fall and never
completed his two classes.
Janet Justus, director of eligibility for the
NCAA, said no decision could be made on
adding the credits for either Tardif or the
three women without a thorough assessment.
"This is the first time I've ever seen a
case like this" involving graduate students,
Justus said.

Stop by the basement ofLord
Hall for your classified ad.

lost & found
Lost: Black leather wallet, in Union or on
the way to Knox Hall. If found,call x7469.
Lost: Plaid, wool, size XL Gap jacket at
Geddy's several weeks ago. Please return
or send to the Maine Campus in the
basementof Lord Hall. No questions asked.
Someone is cold and broke.
Lost: Pair of gloves w/ brown leather on
fingers around Financial Aid Office. Call
x7571.
Lost: Brown pair of suede Eddie Bauer
gloves w/ sheep wool lining on inside. If
found, please call 866-0235 ask for
Shawn.
Found: A black & gold teardrop shaped
earring in front of Shibles on Friday. Call
the Maine Campus at x1273.
Found: Gold chain by the indoor track
on Wed. 23rd. Call 581-6418.
Found: Sunglasses on Mon. 21st in 100
Nutting Hall. Call the Maine Campus at
x1273.
Found: These items have been found in
the Union: Eyeglasses, headband, security card, umbrella, mittens and gloves,
notebooks, books, lunch cooler,jackets,
software, scrunchy, hats, and scarves.
Claim at Union info booth-open 8-4:30,
5:30-8 p.m. M-Fri. If items are not
picked up by 8 p.m. Wed. 3/2, all items
will be given to Shaw House.

Burton Snowboard-165, with bindings. Good condition, asking $125 or B/
0. Any questions call Tom at 866-4485.
Cellular phone-Hand-held, not in a
bag! Paid $300 last summer. Asking
$125 or B/O. Give me a call, we'll work
something out! Call Jason at 581-8520.

miscellaneous
Adoption-Make life brighter for you,
your Caucasian newborn, and an infertile, Christian LCSW.Call Lauryn, 1-800484-7093(Code 2943)
Water Safety Instructor Class-Starting Monday, March 14, Mone-WedSun. Call American Red Cross for info
941-2903.
Coffee beans at Java People 866-7141.
Resumes & Typing. Call 866-7141.
IN LIMBO DJ SERVICE-The most music,
over $12,000! All request, exactly what
you want. Mike Laramee 947-6559.
Orono Thrift Shop-$1 per bag, 1/2
price in Boutique, Feb. 16th-Mar. 12th.
From Main,take Pine, 2nd rt. onto Birch;
Wed 11-4, Sat 11-2.

EUROPE this summer? FLY-only $169!
CALIFORN1A-$129 ea. way! Now! CARIBBEAN/Mexican Coast-$189 r/t. No
gimmicks-no hitches. Call for information. Fly with AIRTECH 1-800-575-TECH.

Laura you broke my heart. Love Tom ATA
Honey-No peeps! Love, me
For Sale: Autographed newspaper pictures of Bob L'Heureux. Best offer. Call
581-BUTT
Healthy Passions is coming...staytuned.
Take advantage of our classified
special:

3lines
3 days
3 dollars.

